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Abstract

Why do bilinguals switch languages within
a sentence? The present observational study
asks whether word surprisal and word en-
tropy predict code-switching in bilingual writ-
ten conversation. We describe and model a
new dataset of Chinese-English text with 1476
clean code-switched sentences, translated back
into Chinese. The model includes known
control variables together with word surprisal
and word entropy. We found that word sur-
prisal, but not entropy, is a significant predic-
tor that explains code-switching above and be-
yond other well-known predictors. We also
found sentence length to be a significant pre-
dictor, which has been related to sentence com-
plexity. We propose high cognitive effort as a
reason for code-switching, as it leaves fewer
resources for inhibition of the alternative lan-
guage. We also corroborate previous findings,
but this time using a computational model of
surprisal, a new language pair, and doing so
for written language.

1 Introduction

Code-Switching (CS) occurs when a speaker alter-
nates from one language to another during linguis-
tic communication (e.g., Poplack, 1980). For ex-
ample, in: “洗衣房在basement。” (“The laundry
room is in the basement.”), the speaker alternates
from Chinese to English by introducing the word
“basement”, replacing the Chinese word “地下室”.
This behavior is very common among bilinguals.

Many factors have been shown to affect the
propensity of a bilingual to code-switch. Among
others, there are variables related to the partici-
pants in the conversation (e.g., Blom and Gumperz,
1972), the ease of production of the relevant words
(e.g., Gollan and Ferreira, 2009), the linguistic con-
text (e.g., Clyne, 1991), memory limitations of the
speaker (Eppler, 2011), cognitive load and emo-
tional state of the speaker (e.g., Grosjean, 1982;

Dornic, 1978), and the type of information to be
conveyed (e.g., Karrebæk, 2003; Myslı́n and Levy,
2015). Among the latter, predictability, as mea-
sured by word completion, has been correlated with
code-switching (Myslı́n and Levy, 2015). In this
paper, we model predictability using word surprisal
calculated with a language model.

We ask whether word surprisal (Hale, 2001) and
word entropy (Roark et al., 2009) affect the proba-
bility of CS within a sentence (intra-sentential CS),
while controlling for other known psycholinguis-
tic factors. Word surprisal measures how unpre-
dictable a word is in its context, typically opera-
tionalized as the negative log-probability of a word
wi conditioned on a window of t previous words:

surp(wi) = −logP (wi|wi−1, ..., wi−t) (1)

Word entropy beforewi measures the uncertainty
when wi is still unknown, operationalized as the
expectation over the vocabulary of word surprisal:

Hi−1 =
∑

w∈vocab

−logP (w|wi−1, ..., wi−t) ∗

P (w|wi−1, ..., wi−t) (2)

Thus, given a context, word surprisal measures
how unpredictable a specific word is, while word
entropy measures how unpredictable all words are
in average. These variables have been related to
a very wide range of psycholinguistic phenomena
(e.g., Hale, 2001, 2006; Smith and Levy, 2013;
Demberg and Keller, 2008; Calvillo and Crocker,
2015; Henderson et al., 2016; Frank and Willems,
2017; van Schijndel and Linzen, 2018; Brennan
and Hale, 2019).

We collected a corpus of Chinese-English text
from online forum conversations where the major-
ity of sentences are in Chinese but some sentences
contain segments in English. These code-switched
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sentences were translated into Chinese and com-
pared to sentences with similar syntactic structure
but without any code-switch, in order to see what
factors affected the propensity of CS. With this
paper, we make a curated version of this dataset
publicly available, together with the code that was
used for its extraction and processing.1 Then, we
fitted a logistic regression model to predict CS in a
sentence, testing whether the addition of surprisal
and entropy improves a model that only contains
control factors.

The results show that word surprisal improves
the quality of the model. Since surprisal has been
related to cognitive effort of language production
(e.g., Kello and Plaut, 2000) and comprehension
(Hale, 2001), we can relate CS to states in which the
speaker faces difficulties, and/or, similar to Myslı́n
and Levy (2015), as a strategy to signal highly
informative content.

Conversely, we found no evidence of word en-
tropy improving the model. Furthermore, word en-
tropy does not reach significance even when used as
the only predictor. While further testing is needed,
we attribute this result to the fact that during lan-
guage production, speakers are completely aware
of the semantics they try to convey, radically re-
ducing the number of possible word continuations,
thus reducing the effort of selecting a word among
multiple possibilities. In the case of surprisal, we
interpret the effect observed here as the facilitation
that the previous words could have on the produc-
tion of the next word, irrespective of the semantics’
effect.

The rest of this document is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents a selection of factors that have
been known to affect CS. Section 3 explains the
method that we used to obtain the Chinese-English
corpus and analyze it. Section 4 shows the results
of the analysis. Finally, sections 5 and 6 present
the Discussion and Conclusion respectively.

2 Factors that predict CS

We can arrange some of the factors that have been
shown to affect CS according to their source:

Sociocultural: CS can be used to construct iden-
tity and modulate social distance and affiliation
(Beebe and Giles, 1984). Moreover, CS can be af-
fected by the kind of participants in a conversation.
For example, Blom and Gumperz (1972) observed

1https://github.com/lfang1/
CodeSwitchingResearch

that Norwegian locals tended to switch from a di-
alect form to a standard form of Norwegian as soon
as they felt the presence of non-locals.

CS can also be affected by the type of content
that is conveyed. For example, speakers can use CS
to try to distance themselves while talking about
embarrassing (Bond and Lai, 1986) or emotional
(Altarriba and Santiago-Rivera, 1994) topics.

Linguistic: CS seems to obey certain linguistic
rules. E.g., at the morphological level, CS has been
proposed to occur only if the switched morpheme
is not bound (Poplack, 1980), and if it does not
violate any syntactic rule of the languages involved
(Poplack, 1980; Lederberg and Morales, 1985).

Speaker-related: Factors related to the difficul-
ties that speakers encounter during language pro-
duction. Indeed, one view of CS is that it occurs
to compensate for a lack of language proficiency
(Heredia and Altarriba, 2001).

Independent of the proficiency level, some words
are inherently more difficult to access, in which
case a speaker might choose to produce a word in
a different language if it is more accessible (e.g.,
Gollan and Ferreira, 2009), in line with the idea
of an integrated representation of a bilingual’s lin-
guistic knowledge (Putnam et al., 2018). For in-
stance, words with higher frequency and shorter
length are more accessible (D’Amico et al., 2001;
Forster and Chambers, 1973). Moreover, words re-
ferring to concrete and highly imageable concepts
are suggested to be more integrated in the bilingual
lexicon than abstract words, predicting a greater
probability of CS (Marian, 2009). Similarly, nouns
are suggested to be stored in a common seman-
tic system shared across languages, while other
words are stored in language-specific areas, since
the latter elicit slower and less consistent associa-
tions across languages (Marian, 2009; G. van Hell
and De Groot, 1998). Thus, nouns are the class of
words that is most frequently code-switched (e.g.,
Myers-Scotton, 1993) and borrowed (Muysken,
2000), followed by verbs and other parts of speech.

Following Dependency Locality Theory (Gib-
son, 1998, 2000), Eppler (2011) shows that the
more intervening words between a potentially code-
switched word and its dependency governor, the
more difficult it is for the speaker to track the lan-
guage of the governor, due to memory limitations,
and therefore the more likely to code-switch.

Comprehender-related: CS has also been pro-
posed as a strategy to facilitate comprehension

https://github.com/lfang1/CodeSwitchingResearch
https://github.com/lfang1/CodeSwitchingResearch
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by marking portions of discourse (Auer, 1995;
Gumperz, 1982; Zentella, 1997). From this view,
the act of CS carries information, similar to how
prosody helps comprehenders to recognize the fo-
cus of an utterance. Thus, CS has been reported to
be used to increase the salience of discourse mark-
ers (De Rooij, 2000), to signal new discourse topics
(Barredo, 1997; Zentella, 1997), to contrast topic
and focus elements (Romaine, 1995), and to mark
important discourse information (Karrebæk, 2003).

Similar to Karrebæk (2003), Myslı́n and Levy
(2015) show evidence suggesting that speakers
code-switch to mark important information in
Czech-English bilingual speech, where importance
is measured by the amount of semantic information
that they convey. Then, more informative meanings
receive more distinct encodings, reducing the risk
of miscommunication.

3 Methods

Our initial hypothesis was that bilinguals are more
prone to CS when the words to be produced have
high surprisal; and at states of high uncertainty, as
measured by word entropy. In order to test this, we
used binary logistic regression to assess the effect
of surprisal and entropy for predicting CS, while
controlling for other well-known factors.

First, we collected a corpus of bilingual Chinese-
English text that contains code-switched sentences.
Then, the code-switched sentences were translated
into Chinese, obtaining fully Chinese sentences.
The correctness and fluency of these translations
were verified using a survey in Amazon Mechan-
ical Turk. We will refer to each of the translated
versions of the code-switched sentences as a CS-
sent; note that these are the sentences that are used
for the analysis. Afterwards, for each CS-sent, we
selected a sentence from those that did not origi-
nally contain a code-switch and that had a similar
syntactic structure to the corresponding CS-sent, as
described in the Alignment section below. We use
nonCS-sent to refer to these sentences. Finally we
trained a binary logistic regression model to predict
whether a sentence was a CS-sent or a nonCS-sent.

To investigate the effect of surprisal and en-
tropy more directly, the logistic regression model
used several control factors reflecting some of the
findings in Section 2. Then, a genetic algorithm
was used to select, among all the possible mod-
els that can be obtained by combining all control
factors and their two-way interactions, the model

that would minimize the Akaike Information Crite-
rion (AIC) and the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC), which are measures of model quality that
are based on the log likelihood of the model, the
number of parameters of the model, and the size
of the dataset. This selected model is the control
model of our experiments.

Finally, the control model was compared to mod-
els that included word surprisal and entropy, re-
spectively, to examine their relative contributions
in explaining CS beyond the known correlates.

The next subsections explain more in detail the
procedure that we followed to collect the corpus,
obtain the measurements related to the control fac-
tors, and train the final logistic regression model.

3.1 Chinese-English Text Corpus

Previous CS research has focused on speech (e.g.,
Poplack, 1980; Myslı́n and Levy, 2015; Beebe and
Giles, 1984; Karrebæk, 2003; Zentella, 1997). In
contrast, we examine written language produced
by Chinese-English bilinguals to generalize pre-
vious findings. Speech differs from text in that,
during written language production, speakers have
relatively more time to think and modify their ut-
terances, making them less spontaneous and more
complex. For example, spoken utterances tend to
have fewer words, their words are shorter, and their
vocabulary is less diverse than in text (Drieman,
1962; Gibson et al., 1966). Consequently, we ex-
pect CS to be a more conscious and less sponta-
neous act in text, possibly increasing its strategic
use, and decreasing the influence of other factors
that could be related to the spontaneity of speech.

To our knowledge, there is currently no Chinese-
English text corpus that contains translations of the
code-switched parts. Since we need the transla-
tions in order to properly estimate word surprisal,
we built a corpus that includes them. The next para-
graphs explain the procedure that we performed.

Data source: Data were acquired from the pub-
licly available Chinese Students and Scholars Asso-
ciation Bulletin Board Systems (CSSA BBS) of the
Pennsylvania State University, the Carnegie Mellon
University, and the University of Pittsburgh. The
users of CSSA BBS are Chinese-English bilinguals
who have studied in the USA for several years.

The Stanford Chinese word segmenter (The Stan-
ford NLP Group, 2018) was used to segment the
sentences into words with the Chinese Penn Tree-
bank standard (Xue et al., 2005). Any personal
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information present in the sentences such as peo-
ple’s proper names, telephones or addresses was
removed. The sentences are related to four main
topics: housing, secondhand goods, experience
sharing, and ride sharing.

CS identification: To identify the sentences that
contained a code-switch, we used the Google En-
glish 1-gram corpus, such that if an English word
(a word contained in the English 1-gram corpus)
was identified in a sentence, that sentence was con-
sidered as code-switched. By this simple definition,
4740 code-switched sentences and 14956 non-code-
switched sentences were identified and extracted.

Translation: Five Chinese-English bilinguals
translated the code-switched sentences into Chi-
nese, obtaining one translation per sentence. While
multiple translations could be possible for some
sentences, more than half of the code-switches cor-
responded to single words, suggesting that only few
alternatives were available in most cases. The trans-
lators were all international Chinese undergraduate
students who have similar language proficiency and
cultural background to the original posters in the
CSSA BSS corpus.

Cleaning: During the translation, it became
clear that a large amount of code-switches cor-
responded to proper nouns and words that had
no clear translation to Chinese. These types of
code-switches might occur for completely differ-
ent reasons: for instance, there might be no way
in Chinese to refer to a particular bar in Pitts-
burgh. In order to distinguish the sentences that
clearly contained an interesting code-switch, we
manually classified the sentences into four cate-
gories: clean cs, proper nouns, internet slang, and
other. The other category includes incomplete sen-
tences and unidentified words. After this point,
we only considered the sentences in clean cs be-
cause in those cases a clear equivalent in Chinese
existed. This group had 1690 sentences with code-
switches mostly related to common nouns and ad-
jectives (e.g., “neighborhood”, “basement”, and
“available”).

Alignment: The predictors are defined with re-
spect to the first word that was code-switched in
each CS-sent, which we call the CS-point. Since
CS normally occurs if it does not violate any syn-
tactic rule of the involved languages (Poplack,
1980), we compared the CS-sents to the nonCS-
sents only at points of the nonCS-sents where CS
would be plausible. Thus, we paired each CS-sent

original 整个 house 家具 齐全
CS-sent 整个 房房房子子子 家具 齐全
POS DT NN NN VA

whole house furniture complete
nonCS-sent 全部 木木木头头头 地板 ， 干净
POS DT NN NN PU VA

all wood floor clean

Table 1: Example of CS-sent / nonCS-sent alignment.

to the nonCS-sent that had the most similar syn-
tactic structure among the available nonCS-sents.
Through this process, we obtain a single CS-point
for each nonCS-sent, at which CS is plausible to
happen according to the syntactic structure. We ex-
pect this balancing also to reduce unforeseen con-
founds that could make difficult the results’ inter-
pretation, allowing us to analyze CS at any location
of the sentence and with any syntactic structure.

First, we used the Stanford Parser to obtain part-
of-speech tags (POS) and dependency trees of all
sentences. Then, for each CS-sent, we selected
the most similar nonCS-sent according to the Lev-
enshtein similarity of their POS sequences. We
only considered alignments that had at least a 40%
Levenshtein similarity, discarding all CS-sents for
which no nonCS-sent fulfilled that requirement. In
addition, the selected nonCS-sent had to contain
the same ngram of POS corresponding to the POS
of the words at CS-point−1 (if the switch is not
sentence-initial), CS-point, and CS-point+1 (if the
switch is not sentence-final). Table 1 shows an
example, where DT NN NN is said ngram. Fi-
nally, when there were available candidates (which
happened for 92.2% of the CS-sents), the depen-
dency relation of the word at the CS-point to its
governor had to be the same in the nonCS-sent
(compound:nn in the example of Table 1).

In the end, there were 1476 pairs CS-sent/nonCS-
sent. Regarding sentence length, µ=11.1, mode=6,
min=2 and max=43. Concerning the index of the
CS-point, µ=5.15, mode=2, and max=30. For the
words at the CS-point, 62% are nouns, 23% are
verbs, and 15% have other POS, replicating previ-
ous findings (Myers-Scotton, 1993).

Verification of the Translations: The transla-
tions were verified in their fluency (whether they
resemble native Chinese utterances) and correct-
ness (whether they reflect the semantics of the orig-
inal sentences). Using a sample of 500 CS-sents
of our dataset, and Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, we
recruited 33 native Chinese speakers with high pro-
ficiency in English. Each participant was shown
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60 pairs of the original code-switched sentences
and their translations, such that each pair was veri-
fied by 3 participants. Each participant was asked
to rate the correctness and fluency of the transla-
tions. Additionally, the survey contained low/high
quality control items, in order to verify the partici-
pants’ engagement. We removed the participants
who showed no reaction to the manipulations of
the control items. The participants rated in average
the quality of the translations as 4.04 (σ = 1.3)
out of 5 in correctness, and 4.08 (σ = 1.3) out
of 5 in fluency, indicating that the translations are
fluent Chinese sentences and that they adequately
reflect the original meaning of the code-switched
sentences.

3.2 Control Variables

We introduced several controls in order to account
for findings documented in the CS literature de-
scribed in Section 2, and to see whether our vari-
ables of interest can explain the data beyond the
controls.

Considering that all sentences were produced
by speakers of the same community, with similar
age and educational background, we can assume
that sociocultural factors are homogeneous in the
analyzed sentences. Moreover, with respect to lin-
guistic factors, we selected the nonCS-sents and
their CS-points to be similar to the CS-sents.

We considered the following variables as con-
trols in our experimental setup. These are mea-
sured in the CS-sents and the nonCS-sents at their
CS-points, and introduced in the logistic regression
model as predictors. Note that many code-switched
segments contain more than a single word, however
we focus only on the first word, as it is where the
code-switch actually occurs.

Word Frequency: Words with lower frequency
are considered less accessible, so bilinguals are
more likely to code-switch when the intended
words are infrequent. The relative frequency of
the word at the CS-point was calculated from the
Google Chinese 1-gram corpus. These frequencies
were converted to negative logs before introducing
them to the logistic regression model.

Word length: The number of Chinese charac-
ters forming the word at the CS-point. Longer
words are considered less accessible, and therefore
more prone to CS.

Sentence length: The number of words in the
sentence. To our knowledge, there has been no stud-

ies analyzing the relation between CS and sentence
length, however, this measure has been used to as-
sess sentence complexity (e.g., Howcroft and Dem-
berg, 2017; Petersen, 2007). We hypothesize that
bilinguals are more likely to CS when a sentence is
longer, as it implies a higher effort to retrieve and
produce the relevant structures and words. In these
more demanding occurrences, there would be less
available resources left to inhibit the alternative
language, thereby increasing the propensity to CS.

Part-of-speech tag: The POS of the word at the
CS-point. “NR” (proper noun), “NN” (common
noun), “NT” (temporal noun) were all converted
to “noun”. “VE” (e.g, “be” and “have”) and “VV”
(other verb) were all converted to “verb”. For the
regression model, we only considered 3 classes:
“noun”, “verb”, and “other”; the latter referring to
the POS-tags that are not related to nouns or verbs.

Dependency relation: Bilinguals might be
more likely to CS when a word holds a specific de-
pendency relation to its governor in a dependency
tree. Hence, the word at the CS-point was anno-
tated with the dependency relation that connects it
to its governor. We only considered and introduced
as categorical predictors the relations that occurred
more than 100 times: “compound:nn”, “nsubj”,
“dobj”, “root”, “dep”, “amod”. Then, every relation
that did not occur at least 100 times was grouped
into “other”.

Dependency distance: Bilinguals are more
prone to CS when the distance between a word and
its dependency governor is longer (Eppler, 2011).
We measured dependency distance as the differ-
ence between the index of the word at the CS-point
and the index of its dependency governor (i.e., two
adjacent words have a dependency distance of 1),
only when the governor is to the left of the CS-point
(otherwise we assign a distance of 0).

Location: We use a discrete variable with 3
levels to encode whether the CS-point is located
at the beginning, middle or end of the sentence
(10-80-10 percent of the sentence).

Regarding POS, dependency relations and lo-
cation, we did not expect a strong effect on CS
because CS-sents and nonCS-sents are matched to
be syntactically similar. Nonetheless, we include
these predictors in order to capture any remaining
effect of syntactic structure on CS.
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3.3 Variables of Interest
These are the variables we wanted to test in order
to see whether they are relevant predictors of CS.

Word Surprisal: The negative log probability
of the word at the CS-point given the 4 previous
words in the sentence calculated using a 5-gram lan-
guage model trained on the Chinese Wikipedia with
the SRILM framework −logP (wi|wi−1, ..., wi−4).
Out-of-vocabulary words were assigned the highest
surprisal value found in the corpus (i.e., 10.166).

Word Entropy: Measured before the word at
the CS-point wi, and given the previous 4 words
(t = 4 in equation 2), calculated with the same
language model that we used for surprisal.

3.4 Modeling Procedure
We used logistic regression to predict whether a
sentence belongs to the set of CS-sents or to the set
of nonCS-sents. The model’s predictors are a com-
bination of the control factors mentioned above, as
well as word surprisal and entropy. Before training,
all numerical predictors were standardized such
that their mean is 0 and standard deviation is 0.5.

Considering that we are mainly interested in the
effect of surprisal and entropy, we first obtained a
parsimonious control model using all the control
factors and their two-way interactions. In order
to select the best combination of control factors
and interactions, we followed Myslı́n and Levy
(2015) using a genetic algorithm (Calcagno et al.,
2010) to find the model that minimizes the AIC
and BIC. Afterwards, we introduced word surprisal
and entropy in order to see whether they improve
the quality of the model.

4 Results

4.1 Selection of the Control Model
The models selected using AIC and BIC differ
slightly: they have the same main effects, but the
AIC model has some additional interactions. BIC
penalizes the number of parameters more heavily
than AIC when the number of data points is rela-
tively large. In contrast, the value of AIC does not
depend on the number of data points. Since our
dataset is relatively large (n = 2952), we chose the
model selected using BIC:

CS ∼ postag+freq+w length+s length
(3)

where postag, freq and w length refer respectively
to the POS, frequency and length of the word at

the CS-point; and s length is the sentence length.
This model has an AIC of 3967.3 and a BIC of
4003.2. As expected, most factors related to syn-
tax (dependency relation, dependency distance and
location) were not selected, as they were mostly
counterbalanced during the alignment.

4.2 Variables of Interest
After obtaining the control model, we added word
surprisal and entropy to test whether they improve
the quality of the model. If they do, it would mean
that they are relevant predictors of CS above and
beyond the control factors.

Word Surprisal: Adding word surprisal indeed
improves the quality of the control model, reducing
the AIC from 3967.3 to 3954.5 and the BIC from
4003.2 to 3996.4. This finding is confirmed using
a likelihood ratio test (χ2(1) = 14.81, p < 0.001).
Adding surprisal to a model that also includes en-
tropy gives similar results.

The direction of this effect was as expected:
words with higher surprisal are more likely to be
code-switched (β = 0.37, z = 3.82, p < .001).

Word Entropy: Adding word entropy did not
improve the quality of the model, increasing the
AIC from 3967.3 to 3967.9 and the BIC from
4003.2 to 4009.8. Furthermore, in the resulting
model word entropy does not reach significance as
predictor. Adding word entropy to a model that
also includes surprisal gives similar results. Fi-
nally, word entropy does not reach significance
even when it is used as the only predictor.

This result was unexpected considering the re-
lation of word entropy to word surprisal: entropy
is the average over the vocabulary of the surprisal
values at the CS-point. Intuitively, entropy is re-
lated to the effort of selecting the correct word
at a given time, which would be related to the
number of plausible words continuations at that
point. However, the number of alternatives would
be also limited by the semantics the speaker tries
to convey. So, it is likely that the semantics re-
duce drastically the amount of plausible word con-
tinuations. In that case, a better measure could
be the entropy over the probability distribution
P (wi|wi−1, ..., w0, semantics), which is a direc-
tion that can be explored in future work.

4.3 Control Factors
Since word entropy did not improve the control
model, we only report the model that adds word
surprisal, whose parameters are shown in Table 2.
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Parameter Wald’s Test Likelihood Ratio
Estimates Test

Predictor Coef.β SE(β) Z pz χ2 p
(intercept) -0.13 0.05 -2.75 < .01
surprisal 0.37 0.09 3.82 < .001 14.81 < .001
frequency 0.21 0.11 1.91 .055 3.67 .055
word length 0.47 0.09 4.79 < .001 23.34 < .001
sentence length 0.58 0.08 7.32 < .001 56.10 < .001
POS=verb 0.46 0.10 4.42 < .001

20.52 < .001
=other 0.23 0.11 2.08 < .05

Table 2: Summary of the logistic regression model after including word surprisal: coefficient estimates β, Wald’s
z-scores and their significance level, contribution to likelihood χ2 and its significance level. The response variable
was coded as nonCS-sent = 0 and CS-sent = 1. The baseline of the categorical variable POS is ”noun”. AIC/BIC
before introducing surprisal: 3967.3/4003.2; after introducing surprisal: 3954.5/3996.3.

Some predictors correlate with each other. For
example, infrequent words tend to be longer (Zipf,
1935), and have higher surprisal. In our dataset,
the negative log of word frequency and surprisal
have a Spearman’s ρ = 0.62(p < 0.001). Simi-
larly, the negative log of word frequency and word
length have a Spearman’s ρ = 0.57(p < 0.001). In
order to asses whether collinearity would impact
the quality of the model, we used the Generalized
Variance Inflation Factor (GVIF). In our case, all
values were below 2, meaning that although some
collinearity exists, it should not be problematic for
the model’s results.

As one can see, most factors were significant
predictors of CS, replicating previous findings:

Frequency: Words with lower frequency
(higher negative log frequency) show a slight ten-
dency to be code-switched, even while having word
surprisal as a predictor (β = 0.21, z = 1.91, p =
0.055), corroborating previous findings showing
that, independent of context, frequent words are
more accessible and consequently less prone to
CS. The relatively high p-value is likely due to the
correlation of word frequency with word surprisal.

Word length: Longer words are more likely to
be code-switched (β = 0.47, z = 4.79, p < .001).
Similar to frequency, word length has been related
to accessibility, such that longer words are less
accessible and therefore more prone to CS.

Sentence length: Speakers are more likely
to switch in longer sentences (β = 0.58, z =
7.32, p < .001). We explain this as a side effect of
the higher production effort that longer sentences
imply, as longer sentences require more tokens
and structures to be retrieved and produced. Un-
der these circumstances, people may have less re-

sources to control/inhibit the production of words
in the alternative language, thereby increasing the
probability of CS.

Part-of-speech tag: Compared to the baseline
(nouns), verbs are more likely to be classified as
code-switched (β = 0.46, z = 4.42, p < .001), fol-
lowed by other POS (β = 0.23, z = 2.08, p < .05).
Since noun is the most common code-switched
POS in the corpus, we interpret this result not as
nouns being less likely to be switched, but as the
model relying more on the other predictors when it
encounters a noun, since the values related to POS
would be zero.

5 Discussion

In this study we explore the effect of word surprisal
and entropy on CS. The computation of these mea-
sures relies on language models trained with suf-
ficient and appropriate data, which is non-trivial
in the case of bilingual text. Moreover, even as-
suming a large bilingual corpus, utterances tend
to appear in segments of the same language, so
any code-switch is likely to cause an increase of
surprisal on the word where the switch occurs. For
example, in: “洗衣房在basement。”, we expect
“basement” to have high surprisal at least partly
because an English word does not tend to follow a
sequence of Chinese words. This makes it difficult
to assess whether the increase of surprisal causes
the code-switch or vice versa. Conversely, by using
a translated version, if there is an increase of sur-
prisal, it would not be because of the code-switch,
but possibly because the concept or Chinese word
is infrequent.

Considering these aspects, we used a monolin-
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gual Chinese language model to see whether word
surprisal at the CS-point can predict CS assum-
ing that the switch never occurred, as previously
described. While we performed several steps to
verify the quality of the translations, it is possi-
ble that the translation process could introduce
uncommon constructions, increasing the surprisal
values. However, in more than half of the code-
switched sentences, the switch corresponded to a
single word, likely resulting in few translation alter-
natives. Moreover, the verification survey showed
that the translations are fluent and semantically cor-
rect. Consequently, we expect the sentences that
we used to be appropriate for our study.

Using this new Chinese-English CS dataset, we
tested several factors that have been shown to affect
CS. We found that long and infrequent words are
more likely to be code-switched, which is compat-
ible with previous findings suggesting that words
with these characteristics are less accessible and
more likely to be code-switched.

Another important predictor was sentence length,
where longer sentences are more likely to be code-
switched. This could reflect the effort related to
produce longer sentences, as they require more
structures to be retrieved and handled.

Critically, word surprisal was also a relevant fac-
tor for predicting CS. Since surprisal has been re-
lated to cognitive effort in language comprehension
(Hale, 2001) and to some extent in language produc-
tion (e.g., Kello and Plaut, 2000), we may interpret
word surprisal as the degree to which the words
that were previously produced facilitate produc-
tion. From this view, word surprisal would index
context-dependent accessibility, in contrast to word
frequency, which would index context-free word
accessibiity. Then, words with high surprisal would
be less accessible, similar to infrequent words.

Unexpectedly, word entropy did not seem to pre-
dict CS. If word entropy indexes the effort of choos-
ing among multiple possible word continuations,
then our calculation did not reflect the true probabil-
ity distribution, as the number of candidate words
would be drastically reduced by the semantics the
speaker tries to convey. Something similar would
happen with word surprisal, in that case, we in-
terpret the results observed here as the facilitation
that the previous words have on the production of
the next word, beyond the effect that the semantics
could have. We expect that entropy calculations
conditioned on semantics could give different re-

sults.

The current model of bilingual representations
suggest that bilinguals actively inhibit the alter-
native language when speaking in a second lan-
guage (Green, 1998; Meuter and Allport, 1999).
Nonetheless, bilinguals often code-switch, suggest-
ing that inhibition might depend on the context,
available resources, and even audience design. For
example, when a bilingual is with other bilinguals,
he/she might feel more free to code-switch using
the most accessible words, knowing that the au-
dience would understand both languages (Blanco-
Elorrieta and Pylkkänen, 2018); while in monolin-
gual situations, the bilingual would use the appro-
priate language, inhibiting the alternative one (e.g.,
Blom and Gumperz, 1972). Alternatively, if the
bilingual is under high cognitive load, the available
resources for inhibition would be less, reducing in-
hibition and increasing the probability of CS (e.g.,
Dornic, 1978).

Most predictors in our model can be related
to production effort: long and infrequent words
are less accessible and therefore harder to pro-
duce; longer sentences require more structures
to be handled; assuming word surprisal reflects
context-dependent accessibility, high-surprisal
words would also be harder to produce. In this
context, we propose CS as a result of high cogni-
tive effort, leaving less resources for inhibition, and
thus increasing the probability of CS.

Another explanation for CS, within audience de-
sign, is one of strategy, where CS can highlight
segments with high information density in order to
emphasize their content. This might increase the
probability of successful comprehension. To study
that possibility, Myslı́n and Levy (2015) used pre-
dictability of meaning (PoM). This notion relates
to word surprisal perhaps in a similar way to how
word surprisal relates to word frequency: they both
encode how unlikely a given word is, correlating
to some degree, however they are not completely
redundant. PoM is calculated by asking compre-
henders to guess possible word continuations – in
either language – given a context and within a lim-
ited number of guesses. PoM corresponds to the
accuracy of that guess. This is where our study con-
tributes important data using the automatic, neutral,
and well-studied surprisal metric. Word surprisal
is calculated using a language model, permitting
more nuanced online estimations. In terms of their
interpretation, PoM is, as its name suggests, more
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related to semantics, as it is language-independent
and elicited offline (without time pressure). By
contrast, word surprisal is language-specific and
encodes both how likely a meaning and a specific
word are. Thus, an example in which these met-
rics would differ is when a meaning is predictable,
but the related word in a specific language is not,
giving a high PoM but also a high word surprisal.

Further modeling is needed to disentangle these
explanations (cognitive effort, audience design). It
is possible that if a speaker has difficulties dur-
ing production, CS would be more likely to occur;
and at the same time, if the speaker believes CS
would help to communicate his/her message (as
proposed by Myslı́n and Levy, 2015), then he/she
might choose to code-switch. As previous findings
show, CS is a phenomenon that can be affected
simultaneously by a wide variety of factors.

6 Conclusion

We investigated the effect of word surprisal and
word entropy on the probability of code-switching
(CS) in Chinese-English written communication. A
corpus of text containing Chinese-English conver-
sations was collected and its code-switched phrases
were translated back into their context language.
The translations of the code-switched sentences
were compared to sentences with similar syntactic
structure but without code-switches, in order to see
what factors affected the propensity to CS.

Surprisal predicts CS. Since surprisal has been
associated with cognitive effort during language
production (e.g., Kello and Plaut, 2000) and com-
prehension (Hale, 2001), we can relate CS to sit-
uations in which the speaker faces difficulties;
and/or similar to Myslı́n and Levy (2015), situ-
ations where the speaker uses CS as a strategy to
emphasize highly informative content to the com-
prehender in order to facilitate communication.

We found no evidence showing that entropy, as
opposed to surprisal, predicts CS. This may be due
to the formulation of entropy that we used, which
does not consider the semantics the speaker tries to
convey.

This paper makes two specific contributions.
The first one is the finding that CS in written
language is reliably affected by sentence length,
word length, arguably word frequency, and, most
importantly word surprisal. The second contribu-
tion is a new Chinese-English CS dataset, which
includes translations to the dominant language,

which we hope will be used in further models of
CS.
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